
React Component Concepts

Objectives
In this module we will discuss:

• JSX Nesting
• Event Handling
• State
• Props
• Immutability
• App Development Workflow

 

1.1 Nesting JSX Elements 
 You can add JSX elements as the children to the parent JSX tag. This is 

useful for displaying nested components:
<Container>
  <ComponentA />
  <ComponentB />
</Container>
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1.2 Example of JSX Nesting
 You can build a hierarchy of React components like so:
function SubComp1(props) {
  return <h4>{props.p1}</h4>;
}
function SubComp2(props) {
  return <h4>{props.p2}</h4>;
}
function MainCompositeComponent() {
  return (
    <div>
      <SubComp1 p1="First instance of SubComp1" />
      <SubComp1 p1="Second instance of SubComp1"  />
      <SubComp2 p2="First instance of SubComp2"  />
    </div>
  );
}
ReactDOM.render(
  <MainCompositeComponent />,
  document.getElementById('where_to_render')
);

1.3 Comments in JSX Code
If you need to comment out code in JSX templates you can do this:
 Original line of code:

<MyComponent />

 Commented line
{/* <MyComponent /> */}

1.4 JSX Escapes Values
 Dynamic content is sometimes retrieved from a server via an AJAX call
 But data retrieved from a server is subject to XSS ( Cross Site Scripting ) 
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attacks. 
 JSX takes this into account and automatically escapes any dynamic content 

inserted via JSX expressions
 Take this variable which is populated via a network call

  var html = "<span>Some Text</span>;

 You may want to insert it like this:
  <p>initial text {html} Even more text...</p>

 But it will not have the desired effect. In this case it will display the text of the 
span tag inline with the rest of the data instead of considering it to be HTML.
  initial text <span>Some Text</span> Even more text...

 You can get around this using the attribute dangerouslySetInnerHtml though 
it is probably better to retrieve data when making server calls rather than raw 
html.
 

1.5 Working with Lists of Items
 Quite often you need to render elements of an array (list)
 The most common way is to use the JavaScript map function
 Example below uses ES6 's arrow function notation:    
function List2Li(props) {
  const list = props.list;
  const listItems = list.map((x) => <li>{x}</li>);
  return ( <ul>{listItems}</ul> );
}
const list = [1, 2, 3, 4];
ReactDOM.render( <List2Li list={list} />, document.getElementById('where_to'));
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 While the above code executes properly, you will see a warning in the 
JavaScript console to the effect that a key should be provided for list items 
(see the next slide for more details ...)

Notes:

The code above will print this bulleted list:
• 1
• 2
• 3
• 4

1.6 Keys in Lists
 React needs list items to be uniquely identifiable for the purposes of re-

rendering them after a change
 It reserves the "key" property for this purpose
 The key property is part of the props object. It is only used internally by React
 If two items have the same index only the first will be shown. 
 The array index can be used if no other unique value is available for example 

when the array contains individual strings as opposed to objects with 
properties.

 Global uniqueness is not required. It is only required that keys be unique 
within the list being rendered

1.7 Example List With Key
 List code  uses the JS array.map function:
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const HelloKeyList = function(){
    const state = {pets: ["Cat","Dog","Turtle","Bird"] }
    const listHtml = state.pets.map(
            (pet, index) => 
            {return ( <li key={index} >{index}-{pet}</li> )}
    );
    return ( <ul>{listHtml}</ul> );
}

ReactDOM.render(
    <div><h3>{title}</h3><HelloKeyList /></div>,
    document.getElementById('react-container')
);

1.8 Container vs. Presentational Components
 Container

◊ Smart
◊ Hold state
◊ Focus on how things work
◊ Examples: List, Form

 Presentational
◊ Dumb
◊ Child components
◊ No dependencies / reusable 
◊ Get state through props
◊ Written by hand
◊ Examples: input field, drop down box, etc.
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1.9 State
 Data used by a react component is referred to as its "state"

state = { name: "jack" }

 State is immutable ( cannot be changed)
state.name = "jill"; // NOT ALLOWED

 State Can be Replaced though
state = { name: "jill" } //whole object replaced

 React components are re-rendered whenever state is replaced:
setState(newState); //set state, call render

1.10 Types of State Data
 Data that makes up state can be of various types:

◊ Domain data (books, customers, products, etc.)
◊ App state ( selected Item, progress, etc.)
◊ UI State ( displaying_modal, visible_form_page)

1.11 State Hierarchy
 State is hierarchical with some state data at the root level and other nested 

data
{
    customers: [ ... ],
    products: [ ... ],
    appState: {},
    ui: { form1: {}, form2:{} }
}
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1.12 Lifting State Up
 Let parent hold state

state = { app_title: 'title-value', name: 'Jack' }

 Parent passes value down to child via attribute
<App><h1>{this.state.app_title}</h1>
    <SimpleText name={this.state.name} />
</App>

 Child displays attribute value
<SimpleText><h4>Name:</h1>
    <input type=text value={this.props.name} />
</SimpleText>

1.13 Props vs. State
 State is owned by a component
 Props:

◊ Are passed into a component from its parent
◊ Often represent data that is part of the parent's state
◊ Sometimes represent functions of the parent component that, once 

passed down, can be called in the child 

1.14 Pass Down a Function
 Function is passed from parent to child
 The child calls function to update state on parent
 Pass the function like this with no "()":
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<button className="square" onClick={props.onClick}>

 Do not do the following. Instead of referencing the function for later use this 
executes it immediately and passes the result which is not what you want:
<button className="square" onClick={props.onClick()} >

1.15 Immutability
The key to immutability is this: state is "replaced" not "changed"
Take the object:

var joe = { name: "joe", phone:"5551212" }

If Joe's phone # changes, what do we do?
No (this changes the object):
joe.phone = "6661212";

Yes (this replaces the object):
newjoe = { name: "joe", phone:"6661212" }
joe = newjoe;

1.16 Immutability – Why?
 With immutability it is easier to determine when the object has changed. 
 When state is treated as immutable checking if an object has been re-

assigned is sufficient to determine that state has changed.
 Checking each property of the object is not required.

1.17 Virtual DOM and State
 What is the Virtual DOM it?
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◊ A simplified version of the browser's DOM used programmatically by 
React to improve performance

 When is it used?
◊ React maintains a virtual DOM based on an App's components.
◊ When state changes React creates a new virtual DOM based on the new 

state 
◊ React diffs the new virtual DOM with the previous virtual DOM to 

determine changes 
◊ React applies the changes it found to the browser DOM

1.18 Setting state
 Setting state happens differently depending on the React implementation:

◊ For ES5 React Apps that use component functions
✔ state is held in a variables outside the component functions
✔ when state is updated its the developer's responsibility to call the 

component function with the new state and re-render the components
◊ For ES6 Class based React Apps (covered in next chapter)

✔ state is held inside the component class
✔ it is updated by calling setState(newstate)
✔ When setState is called React updates the state and re-renders the 

component.

1.19 Updating Input fields
 Entering data into input fields updates state. Components must be re-

rendered when state is updated.
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◊ The input field:
<input type={'text'} onChange={handleChange} 
  name={'title'} value={book.title} />

◊ onChange Handler
function handleChange(e){
  book[e.currentTarget.name] =
  e.currentTarget.value;
  renderBookForm(book);
}

1.20 Passing Props to Components
 Pass a literal message:

<HelloMessage message="clean your room" />

 Pass a state property:
<HelloMessage message={this.state.message} />

1.21 Passing Functions to Components
 In Parent Component:

doStuff(parm){ 
  console.log(parm); 
  setState({message: parm});
}

<ChildComp handler={this.doStuff}/>

 In child component:
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<input type="text"
  onChange={(e) =>   
  this.props.handler(e.target.value)} 
/>

1.22 Event Handling
 You can attach event handling functions to React elements 
 Use camelCase for React event names
 React proxies the actual (native) event objects with its own "virtual" ones
 These events are referred to as synthetic events and are based on the W3C 

spec https://www.w3.org/TR/DOM-Level-3-Events/  that defines UI Events 
which extend the DOM Event objects

 Synthetic events help make the event model work consistently across 
browsers

1.23 Event Handler Example
 This JSX below creates a button with an onclick handler: 
        
function clickEventHandler(e) { … }
<button onClick={clickEventHandler}>Click!</button>

 This gets translated into the following React code:
React.createElement("button",{onClick: clickEventHandler},"Click!");

◊ Notice how the second parameter to "createElement" is no longer null. It is 
used instead to pass in a reference to the event handler function.
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1.24 Event Binding - DOs
 Good – Use arrow functions, they autobind to "this"

<input type="button" value='Change'  
onClick = {()=>this.handleChange()} />

 Good – Bind to "this" manually
<input type="button" value='Change'  
onClick = { this.handleChange.bind(this) } />

1.25 Event Binding – Don'ts
 Bad - handleChange is called but has the wrong "this" context. 

<input type="button" value='Change'  
onClick={ this.handleChange } />

 Bad – handleChange is executed immediately, not bound. If handleChange 
includes setState() this will produce an infinite loop.
<input type="button" value='Change'  
onClick={ this.handleChange() } />

1.26 Passing Parameters to Event Handlers 
 Pass the event object:

<input type="button" value='Change'  
  onClick = {(e)=>this.handleChange(e)} />

 Passing a parameter:
<input type="button" value='Change'  
  onClick = {(e)=>this.handleChange(e, parm)} />

 The handler:
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handleChange(event, parm) {  
  console.log(event.target.value + ", " + parm );
}

1.27 App Development Workflow – 1/3
 Start with:

◊ JSON data model
◊ Mock ui design

 Break up mock ui into components
 Define the component hierarchy
 Build a static version in react

◊ Ignore interactivity for now
◊ Just build the components

1.28 App Development Workflow – 2/3
 Define what constitutes "state"

◊ List all items of data in the app
◊ Identify which items:

✔ are static
✔ change over the life of the app
✔ depend on other items

◊ Determine which items:
✔ are state and at what level of the component hierarchy
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✔ are passed in to which components
◊ Remember: which components hold state is likely to change as your 

application develops and this is OK

1.29 App Development Workflow – 3/3
 Add inverse data flow:

◊ identify how data changes during app lifetime
✔ User enters data or clicks a button
✔ State is updated reactively from outside (push)
✔ State is updated automatically based on time

◊ Create functions at the proper level of hierarchy to affect state
◊ Pass functions down the hierarchy to where they will be acted upon (to 

input component etc.)

1.30 Summary
 In this chapter, we covered:

◊ JSX Nesting
◊ Event Handling
◊ State
◊ Props
◊ Immutability
◊ App Development Workflow
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